
Musical Chords 
 
A chord consists of several notes played together at the same time. The Play Note code block does not 
wait until one note is ended before beginning the next. Therefore, the Play Note code block can be used 
to play chords. For example, an F chord consists of combinations of the following notes: F, C, and A. 
 
For example, one F chord on a ukulele consists of the following notes played together. 
 

    
 
Recreate this chord on your computer. Then shift the notes in the chord to a different octave. For 
example, the notes could be shifted to A5, C5, F5, and A6. When the notes are shifted by an octave, does 
it still sound like an F chord?  
 
What happens if you shift some of the notes in the chord by one or more octaves, and leave other notes in 
the chord in the original octave.  Find the combination that sounds best to you. 
 
An F chord can be created with any combination of the three notes:  F, C, and A.  An F chord on the 
ukulele (which has four strings) could also be created with two F notes, one C note, and one A note. Try 
other combinations. The computer can be used to create combinations of notes that would difficult to do 
on an actual instrument because the finger positions would be too awkward or impossible. 
 
An arpeggio consists of chords in which there is a delay between notes. The guitarist in Unchained 
Melody plays a slow arpeggio – starting with an F chord and inserting a delay between notes as he walks 
the guitar pick down strings. Try inserting a Wait code block between notes.  
 
Changing the order of the notes in a chord can greatly change the way a chord sounds.  Often, notes will 
be rearranged so that the lowest note it the chord fits into the base line or so that the highest note fits into 
the melody.  For example, in “All Along the Watchtower”, as performed by Jimi Hendrix, the F chord is 
played F3, A3, C4, F4.  How does this chord sound different from the F chord you built? 
 
 
The Play Chord code block can be used to play some of the more common ukulele chords with a single 
command. In this example, the F chord is played using the Play Chord code block.  
 

  
 
 


